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1.0 An Overview of Literacy at Play     2 
 
What is Literacy? 
 Literacy is the ability to create and share meaning 
through words and language.   Children are learning to understand and use 
language from when they are born. Speaking, reading, listening, writing, drawing, movement, play 
and imagination all contribute to early language and literacy development. Studies show that children who are exposed to oral language, reading and 
writing from an early age are more likely to be successful in school, and experience social and 
economic success later as adults.   Literacy in the Environment (LITE) 
Print rich classroom and home environments are 
known to support early literacy and language development.   
Educators Vi Hughes, B.Ed. M.A. and Frances Warner, B.Ed. M.A. observed that the outdoor 
spaces children frequent often lack appropriate and engaging literacy experiences. They recognized there are untapped opportunities to contribute to 
foundational literacy development by integrating reading and language in playgrounds, 
streetscapes, public and private buildings and other spaces. They articulated this idea as “Literacy in the Environment.”  
 Literacy at Play 
The Literacy at Play initiative was created to implement and share ways to make our community 
spaces literacy and learning rich for children.   Examples of Literacy at Play include:   Adding a decal like “Ready, set, slide!” to a playground slide   Painting parts of songs, rhymes or poems on play equipment, park benches, utility boxes, or 

walls  Creating a “Can you find a shape or color?” 
game in a park  Telling a story in a series of panels  Adding signs and labels to identify plants, animals and lifecycles in community gardens. 

The words and images should be: 
 Playful 
 Spark a child’s curiosity 
 Relate to the surroundings in a meaningful way 
 Include cues for an activity or conversation about the words with a parent or caregiver.   

Literacy at Play is hosted by Junction Literacy Centre Vernon, B.C. with seed funding and support 
from the North Okanagan Early Years Council.  Target Age Group 
The Literacy at Play demonstrations were created 
with children ages 0-6 in mind. However, the ideas apply or can be easily adapted to other ages. Older children participate as mentors. Both children and 
adults struggling with reading benefit from exposure to language. Cues for activities and conversations 
support the sharing and expression of ideas at all ages, and help build relationships. In the end, artful language is inspiring for us all. 
 Who should use the Resource Kit? 
This resource kit will be of value to anyone who uses, designs or is in charge of spaces where 
children gather, especially outdoors. The list certainly includes: social planners, long range planners, parks planners, community developers, 
school districts, parent advisory councils, child care staff, literacy groups, landscape architects, boys & 
girls clubs and other youth organizations, recreation centre staff, playground equipment manufacturers, early childhood educators and organizations, policy 
makers, and local and provincial government representatives.  
 Community has a role in supporting early literacy. 
Promoting literacy in public spaces emphasizes its importance and value, provides universal access to literacy experiences, and encourages parents’ 
efforts to support early childhood development. 
 We hope you are inspired to add literacy to your community 
spaces.  



 

2.0 The Importance of Early Literacy
 
Early Reading, Writing & Oral Language 
Development 
 Children learn to understand and use language 
from the time they are born. Speaking, reading, listening, writing, drawing, movement, play and imagination all contribute to early language 
development and literacy in young children 
Early speech and language development support the development of reading and writing. Children entering school with weaker oral language 
skills are more likely to experience difficulties learning literacy skills.  
 A significant U.S. study (Hart and Risley 1995)found that the number of words a child hears varies 
along socio-economic lines. Children from income, professional families were found to 
more words, and more words of encouragementthan those from low income and welfare families. 
a child’s first three years, this “word gapup to a 30 million word difference in language exposure.  
 Key Areas of Early Development 
 
The Early Development Instrument (EDI) internationally used tool developed at the 
Centre for Child Studies at McMaster University. It measures how well children entering school are 
meeting age appropriate developmentalexpectations.   
Kindergarten teachers across Canada complete aassessment questionnaire for each student
second half of the school year. Five key areas known to be good predictors of adult health, education and social outcomes are assessed:
:   Physical Health and Well-Being  Social Competence  Emotional Maturity  Language and Cognitive Development Communication Skills and General Knowledge 
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Image Credit: Human Early Learning 
Sample EDI Mapping 

  Given the importance of early language 
development and literacy, it is important for community to play a role in supporting literacy development. Including literacy in play spaces 
reinforces that reading and writing are a fun part of everyday life, and makes literacy more generally 
accessible.   Well designed Literacy at Play elements will 
support not only literacy, but also other areas of early development. The Literacy at Play initiative is 
an innovative, cost-effective way to deliver a universal approach to early literacy and childhood 
development. 
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Literacy is a fundamental human right and the foundation for lifelong learning. It is fully essential to social and human development in its ability to transform lives.  -UNESCO 
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 3.1 StoryWalk®  
 The original StoryWalk® concept is based on using 
a published book. Pages of a book are placed in series in a park, playground or along a trail. 
Children walk (or run!) from page to page reading the story either on their own, or with the help of older children or adults. They experience reading in 
a playful and active way, outdoors, and share conversation and exercise.  

   
  
   
  
  
   
  
   
  Copyright 

 The StoryWalk® name is trademarked and can only 
be used for educational, non-commercial projects. The following statement must also appear in all promotion:  
 
“The StoryWalk® Project was originally created by Anne 
Ferguson of Montpelier, VT and developed in 
collaboration with the Vermont Bicycle & Pedestrian 
Coalition and the Kellogg Hubbard Library.”   You can also give your event a different name. 
 Many organizations in the U.S. and some in 
Canada have created StoryWalks® using published books. However, when using a published work, it is important to be aware of and respect copyright 
laws. You may need to get permission from the author/publisher/illustrator. 

 
 Literacy at Play partnered with the Vernon Branch of Okanagan Regional Library and North Okanagan Optimists Club to host a StoryWalk® as part of 
Unplug and Play Week in Vernon. With gracious 
permission from the author, it features the book, Bear and Bee by Sergio Ruzzier.   How To Create a StoryWalk®  
1. Use a book you have purchased, or create your 

own story. Separate the pages and laminate them to protect them from weather. Use the full book, including covers and inside covers. 
Remember to credit the author and sponsors!  

2. Attach each page to a wooden stake with Velcro®. Or, mount the pages on more rigid 
Coroplast® foam board backing and slide them 
onto an aluminum U-frame sign holder. Wooden stakes are less expensive but snap easily. U-
frame sign holders are easier to push into hard, dry ground, more durable and more portable.   

3. Space the mounted pages 10-20 steps apart. Remember to display pages at a height 
appropriate for children to read, about 3-4 feet.   4. Mark the start of the StoryWalk® with balloons 
or flags. Number the pages to help guide users.   

5. More detailed steps and information are available through Kellogg-Hubbard Library.  
 StoryWalk® Sample Materials and Costs 
 Book Purchase (2-3 copies)                      $   30.00 Laminate Pages (30 @$4.00)                   $  120.00 Re-Print & Laminate Pages  (30)             $  200.00  Rigid Coroplast Backing (30 @$2.25)     $   67.50   Wooden Stakes (30 @$2.00)                   $    60.00 Metal U-Frame Posts (30 @$6.65)         $  199.50  Total Cost (30 Pages)                           $200-500* 
 
 Total cost will vary based on materials used    and number of pages. 
 Coroplast® backing and mounting systems can be re-used. 
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3.2 Storyboards  
There are many opportunities to take the basic idea of a StoryWalk® beyond published books and apply 
it to a broad range of print materials and subjects.  More generally, “Storyboards” can be any series of 
panels with information or stories that are relevant to the location. Participants still stroll from one to 
panel to the next, read, talk, share, and get exercise.    Fiction and Fact  
Storyboards can be based on fiction or fact.  
 Instead of using a published book, you can create 
your own story and post it. Children can write and illustrate a story to share with others in a backyard, school playground or at a child care facility.  
 Storyboards are equally effective as information 
and educational tools. They can be used for multicultural and language education, for social emotional learning, or as “learning stations” along a 
path or trail, each with an associated activity or exercise. Set in parks or wetlands, they can be 
used to educate about animal lifecycles, riparian areas, or share First Nations knowledge about plants.  
 Range of Materials & Budgets 
Depending on the materials used to create and mount the text, storyboards can be temporary or 
permanent, and fit even very small budgets. They can be handwritten and illustrated by children or 
adults on paper or paint sticks; laminated paper velcroed to wooden stakes; painted on wood; printed on foam boards; mounted with metal u-
stakes; or professionally designed and printed on metal alupanels, like street signs, that are mounted 
on poles or fences.   Storyboards lend themselves for use at community 
events. Once created, they can be re-used. A library can house a collection of storyboards or 
StoryWalks® that are loaned out.   

Although more costly initially, once designed alupanel graphics can be reprinted and installed in 
multiple locations. 

 Physical Activity & Other Benefits 
 
Aside from encouraging literacy and conversation, storyboards encourage physical activity.  
 Often children start slowly, walking from panel to 
panel, but as their interest and enthusiasm grows,  they begin to run to the next panel! Sometimes they opt to repeat the story. One child bounced around a 
StoryWalk® on a ball hopper, and another raced her mom from page to page.  

   
  
   

   
Older children mentor younger ones, helping them to read the story. English as a Second Language 
students and families can read together. Parents sometimes discover their children had skills they 
were not aware of. 

It’s  cool because you get to walk but you also get to read. (Age 7)  He got really excited! He’s a late talker…it was really good for him. (Parent)  I wish all story books were like that.  (Age 6)  
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  Playing with Ideas:  
Variations for Storyboards  
 

 Show numbers but also spell them out  
 Add comprehension and prediction questions to prompt discussion about 

meaning 

 Offer a free book at the end 
 Add a dry erase board or comment book to 

encourage writing or drawing about the story 

 
 Add other languages with translations 
 Feature stories from other cultures 
 Share First Nations stories or knowledge on paddles mounted on a fence  
   

 Create Storyboards using stories or rhymes 
from a literacy program like Mother Goose or Strong Start, and add a twist  
  
 

  
  
  
  
   

 
 Create your own simple story, illustrate it, and post it for others to enjoy 
 Have children write and illustrate stories and post them 

 
 Create a series about nature  

 
 Change the story seasonally  
 Add a Storyboard series to a cross country ski loop used for lessons for children   
 Make a scavenger hunt: Can you find....? 
 Add clues about where the next page is 

posted  
 Use alligator clips and/or suction cups to set 

up the story panels indoors 
 Mount Storyboards on fences  
 Add language to the wooden salmon shapes on school fences to tell the story of salmon migrations 

 
 Build and share a collection of storyboards 

or ask the local library to include StoryWalks® in their collection 

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall 

Humpty Dumpty needed a cuddle 

Humpty Dumpty fell in a puddle 

Humpty Dumpty had a great fall 



 

3.0 Literacy at Play Demonstrations and Ideas
 3.3 Literacy Panels 
 
The Literacy at Play project created a template and designed two sample “Tell me about…” literacy panels. Pictures associated with the words (in lower 
case letters!) help with vocabulary and readingrelate to the immediate surroundings. The cue at 
the top prompts conversation. Caregivers caabout the things they’ve seen with their child or use the pictures in a “can you find it?” game. 
 The panels are designed to be printed on alupanel 
or aluminum sign material. By adding panels with other themes, a recognizable series with a literacytheme can be created. Children and parents would 
look for them in various locations around community.  
 The idea is modeled on similar panels created in the U.S. The Too Small to Fail initiative hosted by 
the Clinton Foundation “aims to help parents and businesses take meaningful actions to improve the 
health and well-being of children ages zero to fiveTheir series of “Talking is Teaching: Talk, Read, Sing” panels encourages parents and caregivers 
talk with their children. Collections of imagesa particular subject, such as laundry or trains or 
clothes are featured on billboards or panels in playgrounds with the prompt: “Let’s Talk About
   
Playing with Ideas 
 
 Custom signs printed on alupanel could be used to add literacy to playground areasare a much less expensive alternative than 

customized playground panels. 

 

 
Sample Materials and Costs (1 panel) 
Design                                $  65.00 Printing on Alupanel         $180.00 
(3x4 feet) 
 Total per panel                  $245.00 
Aluminum post                  $ 20.00 

Literacy at Play Demonstrations and Ideas
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 A series of panels like this cusing less expensive materials

illustrated drawings and words on paper; paint on plywood; or printed or laminated posters. 
 They could be installed around 

a child care facility, library, 
recreation centre or school, either indoors or 
outside.   

   
  

Sample Materials and Costs (1 panel) 
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 3.4.1 Existing Playgrounds and Play Equipment
Sadly and surprisingly, playgrounds are often 
empty of meaningful language and literacy.  

   
  
   
  
   
  

The alphabet panel that is common in playgrounds is a poor example of meaningful language and 
literacy. For one thing, it usually features only capital letters. Lower case letters, or both, would be better. Early childhood educators observe that lack 
of knowledge of lower case letters is a barrier many children must overcome when they enter 
kindergarten and learn to read. The alphabet panels also lack prompts to make them engaging.  
As part of the Literacy at Play project, we looked for ways to make existing panels more engaging and 
meaningful. With the support of City of Vernon, vinyl decals were created and added to play equipment in a highly used public park. 
 Vinyl decals can be produced at a very reasonable 
cost, and have a normal expected lifespan of 3-5 years. Because they are easily customized, decals offer flexibility. The words can demonstrate a 
variety of literacy elements, and also relate to a location’s theme.  

 
Existing, plain playground surfaces are transformed with 
engaging literacy cues that encourage games, physical 
activity and support numeracy.  Durability in this application is still being evaluated. 
Although the vinyl product itself is weather proof and ultra violet light resistant, a number of factors can reduce adhesion. Rippled surfaces allow 
condensation under the decals, causing them to lift. Decals on 
flat surfaces will stick 
better than on 
curved surfaces. Professio
nal installatio
n in warm temperatures will 
improve results. In a public location, picking and peeling 
may be a challenge.  Despite these challenges, decals are an inexpensive way to retrofit existing playgrounds. 
 Hi-tac vinyl, though more expensive, may stick 
better. Paint, markers or stencils are an alternative way to add language to playground pieces

 
Sample Materials and Costs  
Design 26 decals      $ 117.00 Print 34 decals          $ 230.00  
Total Cost                  $347.00 Cost per Decal          $   10.20 



  

A mock up of a similar panel demonstrating a 
reading strategy 
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3.4.2 Playgrounds and Play 
Equipment: Policy Changes
Existing playgrounds can be retrofitted and 
enhanced with decals, paint and other materials and ideas. However, the best solution is to include  
literacy in the design of new playgrounds, and to design them with a theme that literacy can link to.   
Playground equipment is a substantial capital investment with a long term life. Budgets for one 
playground easily fall in the range of $30,000-$60,000 or more.   
One approach is to request that a fixed percentage of the budget—at least 5-10% or more--be 
allocated to literacy elements.  As more groups ask for and require a literacy component in play 
equipment, the choices will hopefully improve. 

 
  
   
  
   

 Local government and parks and recreation 
departments sometimes have capital plans that outline timetables for when playgrounds are to be 
refurbished or replaced. Staff can be made aware of the possibilities and benefits of adding literacy elements through presentations and/or proposals. 
Some communities include public consultations in their parks planning process. 
 Parent advisory councils are a vehicle for giving input to schools. Private organizations may have 
more discretion to plan for and include language and literacy in play spaces. 
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3.4.3 Examples of Manufactured 
Play Equipment  
Appropriate physical development at various ages, 
safety, inclusive play, musical instruments and natural playgrounds are current areas of focus for playground equipment manufacturers. Although 
language development is sometimes explicitly recognized by, the selection of panels with well-
designed literacy elements is limited, but growing.    Panels depicting sign language and Braille, and the 
capital letter alphabet are easiest to find. Sometimes basic language elements such as 
simple labels for colors and shapes, using lower case letters or spelling out numbers that could have been added to panels, are missing.  
 Themed playground designs that offer a starting 
point for literacy elements are common. As the importance of literacy is increasingly recognized, more panels are being made available as part of 
regular catalogues. Most manufacturers can also create customized panels at an additional cost.  
  

   

 
   
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Suttle Recreation Water Sounds Panel 
(Image: Suttle Recreation) 

Little Tikes Memory Game (Image: Little Tikes) 
A memory game is a good literacy idea, but this one 
only has images. 

Landscape Structures 
Talking is Teaching Panels 
Developed in partnership with Too Small to Fail’s 
"Talking is Teaching: Talk, Read, Sing" campaign 
(Image: Landscape Structures) 

Landscape Structures 
Animal Tracks DigiFuse™ Panels 
(Image: Landscape Structures) 
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 3.5 Taking Classroom Elements 
Outside 
 Tools used to teach literacy in the classroom can 
be adapted for outside use to create a print-rich environment outdoors. Taking literacy outside makes it a novel, fun and creative experience. It is 
a particularly appropriate strategy for child care facilities, schools and recreation programs whose 
staff can supervise and collect and store the materials when finished. Basic materials are often 
very inexpensive. All that is required is imagination.  Playing with Ideas 
 

 Words written on flat rocks can be manipulated like sentence strips  
 Movable, outdoor chalk boards can be used for writing and drawing. Prompts suggest 

subject areas 
 Pre-printed chalk boards with fill-in-the blank stories are appropriate for primary 

grades  
 Outdoor Know-Wonder-Learn boards allow 

students to record information they are learning and share with others 
 Wooden blocks painted with letters or faces 

and feelings can be used in matching and memory games, and stories 
     
  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 Sample Materials and Costs 
 Slate stones                           $ 4.00 Sharpie pens                          $ 4.00  Chalk paint                            $25.00 Sureply plywood (4x4’)      $23.00 (with smoother surface) Pre-chalked board (4’x4’)  $33.00 
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 3.6 Community Events & Festivals 
 Community events and festivals present another excellent opportunity to incorporate literacy based 
activities for children.   
As part of Literacy at Play, an oversized, outdoor chalk board with a cue to “Tell me about ....a garden” was filled completely over the course of a 
day at a local agricultural festival. Children of many ages spent a surprising amount of time writing and 
drawing, clearly very engaged. Rock painting was another absorbing project.   
Chalk, acrylic paints, crayons and similar supplies are inexpensive.  
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3.7 Gardens, Green Spaces & 
Community Gardens 
 
Gardens at home or school, green spaces and community gardens are perfect places to incorporate language and games.  
 Labels for plants and animals are an easy and 
obvious way to add literacy to gardens and green spaces. They can include picture cues as well as 
words to help with identification. Children can participate in making replacement garden labels if they become weathered or plantings change.  
 Identifying plants or spotting insects, birds, and 
wildlife can become a game with “Can you find...”  signs. A series of clues can describe a particular animal until a child guesses. An information poster 
or panel can describe a life cycle, the relationships found in a small habitat area, such as a rotten log, 
or how composting works. Counting or poetry can be incorporated.  
The ideas are endless, and materials can range from inexpensive paint sticks to professionally 
designed metal alupanel signs. 

  
 
 
 

 
  

Super Sleuth Sunday Riddle: Mariko of Allan 
Brooks Nature Centre Vernon, B.C. 
 
Image Credit: Triona, Creative Commons 
Atttribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unreported 
License 

Xerendipity Garden  
Vernon, B.C. 
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 3.8 Streetscapes 
Benches, utility boxes, light posts, bike lockers, 
sheds, washroom and other buildings, sidewalks 
and fences are all potential canvases for literacy 
and artful language. Make sure to obtain the 
appropriate approvals before proceeding. 
Playing with Ideas 
Utility Boxes, Bike Lockers, etc. 

 Vinyl wraps and paint are regularly applied 
to utility boxes both as deterrents for graffiti 
and community art pieces. They offer an 
opportunity to incorporate literacy elements 
in the designs.  

 A wrap for a bike locker can be designed 
with a transit theme, or include vocabulary 
related to cycling and public service 
messages such as “Wear a helmet!” 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  
   
  
   
  
  
   

 Benches 
 

 Stencil, decal or paint benches with poems, rhymes, or games  
 Safe-haven “buddy benches” are painted, 

often by students, with words representing 
positive values such as kindness, 
friendship, respect, etc.  

 Feature characters and quotes from books 
on benches or lamp posts  

 Create a poetry bench with a poem 

  
  
   

 

The ladybug is a beetle dressed in red.  
 Black spots, black legs, and a little black head. 
Can you spot the difference?  



Enderby BC Street Light Project  
Molly March, Cathy Stubington 
Runaway Moon Theatre  
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 3.8 Streetscapes 
 Playing with Ideas 
 
 

 

Street Lights  
 Several projects have used lamp posts as literacy canvases. 

 
 
 
 

 
   
  
 Street Signs  

 As part of planning safer routes to school (thereby encouraging more students to 
walk), City of Vernon’s transportation demand management staff invited students to design school zone traffic signs.  

 The children’s art work is effective because it is different and catches 
motorists’ attention.  

 

   
   Image Credit: Stefan Powell  

Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 
International 3.0 Unreported License 
Poem: A Lake by Canadian poet bpnichol   Sidewalks 

  Sidewalks can be stenciled with images and words, such as animal tracks and the name 
of the animal that made them, words related to a theme, or cues to hop, walk, etc.  Sidewalk poetry has been successful in some U.S. cities such as St. Paul. Maple Ridge became the first Canadian city to do 
this. Poetry is stamped into concrete sidewalks or curbs. It may be original 
commissioned, through a contest or committee, or selected from literature.
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 3.9 Neighborhood Library Boxes 
 
The idea of making free books available in coffee shops, hostels or other places is not a new one, but 
it is catching on around the world.   Organizations or individuals provide a small supply 
of books in a local neighborhood. It may be as simple as setting out a box of books on a stoop, or 
a more elaborately constructed little house or structure with landscaping and a bench. They are 
known as community or neighborhood book exchanges,  or little libraries.  
The books are available for free or to swap out: take a book; donate at book in return. Often the 
exchanges also encourage neighbors to meet and get to know each other.  
Little Free Library is a nonprofit organization whose mission is to “promote literacy and the love of 
reading by building free book exchanges worldwide and to build a sense of community…” According to their website, there are over 36,000 Little Free 
Libraries worldwide.  
The organization provides pre-built Little Free Libraries or building plans, and for a fee, each Little Free Library can be registered, receives a charter 
number, and is shown on a world map. The name “Little Free Library” is trademarked and can only be 
used by registered charter holders.  
When planning to install a neighborhood little library structure, investigate any local zoning bylaws that may apply. 
 

 
 

Playing with Ideas 
 

 A little neighborhood library could be 
devoted to all children’s books, gathered from donations, or used book and library discard sales. 

 A business, school or other organization could sponsor a neighborhood library and 
keep it supplied with books.  

 The book boxes themselves can be decorated with language and sayings:  
 “You’re never too old, too wacky, too wild, 
To pick up a book and read to a child.” -Dr. Seuss      
 “You can find magic wherever you look. Sit back and relax. 
All you need is a book.” -Dr. Seuss 
 “There is no friend as loyal as a book.” -Ernest Hemingway 
        



  

Clouds 
 
White sheep, white sheep,  
on a blue hill, 
When the wind stops,  
You all stand still. 
When the wind blows, 
You walk away slow. 
White sheep, white sheep,  
Where do you go? 
 
--Christina Rossetti 

 
This utility box features a “local” alphabet that is 
colorful and fun for children. It highlights 
landmarks and destinations around Calgary that 
would generate conversation for families (We’ve 
been there!). It could also be used to advertise 
things to do of interest to visitors to the City. 
 
Calgary Utility Box Art Project by Sam Hester 
Image Credit: Sam Hester with permission 
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3.10 Artful and Inspiring Language 
When designed with thought, Literacy at Play 
installations can be artistic, meaningful and appropriate for both children and adults. 
 The use of language in art has a long history. Signs and chalk boards with inspirational quotes and 
calligraphy that make language into art are very popular today.  
 Because it is open to interpretation and discussion, poetry can be particularly well suited as a literacy 
device to be appreciated by both children and adults.  
 The additional of just a few artfully used words, 
could turn many community art projects into literacy elements.   
For example, young or old, who has never played the game of seeing shapes in the clouds? 
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4.1 Case Study 
 Situation: A non-profit child care facility redesigning 
a courtyard playground in a former elementary 
school. The space is fenced with a chain link fence 
on two sides and has building walls on the other 
sides.  
Theme: A natural playground with wood elements 
and plantings.  
Additional Features: A tour of the space and 
discussion with staff highlighted some additional 
features: 

 A shade tree to be planted in the middle  Plantings to be installed along the fence  Parts of the playground would be under construction for several months  A large log, and wood branches and blocks Wheel chair accessible  Rubber tires  A row boat  A large sandbox: children use the concrete 
ledge as a counter to play “store”   Limited budget 

 Playing with Ideas 
 

 Router the log with words from a song children sing together: “Here we sit like bumps on a log, waiting for our friends.” 
 A water wall or panel on the fence with words and expressions related to water 
 A music panel with pots, pans, spoons and other things that could make sound. Words could relate to the items, the sounds they 

make and music. 
 Paint or stencil “Row, row, row your boat” 

on the boat 
 An easel or storefront with changeable signs 
 Outdoor chalk boards  

Based on budget, time constraints and the construction still in progress, the preferred ideas were: routering the log to give an example of how 
wood could feature literacy; stencils on the row boat; and a storefront for the sandbox.  

  

During the construction process it was discovered 
that the log and boat were both rotten and unusable, which meant they could not be used. 
   
 A craft person made chalk 
boards, and a local woodworker from one of the farmers’ markets was 
able to design and create the storefront. The latter 
has proven to be popular with children and has 
generated many positive comments from parents.   
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 4.2 Steps for Adding Literacy at Play 
 
We hope have inspired you to look at your community with fresh eyes and wonder:  
 How can we add playful and meaningful language to our community spaces that 
encourages conversation, and prompts activities and learning for young children?  
Consider a Pilot Project or a Community 
Event 
 
Pilot projects or activities at community events and 
festivals are a good way to introduce and trial Literacy at Play ideas, often for a lower cost. Partnering with other community organizations can 
help with resources, raise awareness and sustain initiatives.  
Site Analysis 
 
Whether for a brand new project or to add literacy elements to an existing space, take time to look 
closely at the site. What are the key features and activities that take place there? What materials are 
being used? Are there any basic amenities such as shade, seating, or washrooms that are needed to 
make the space child and family friendly?  Historic, cultural, geographic, or natural features 
may inspire a literacy theme. Existing structures such as buildings, fences, paved or other surfaces 
can be used as canvases for adding literacy elements. Wood might better fit a garden or natural space and a series of storyboards may lend 
themselves to a trail.   Target Audience 
 
Consider whether the space is designed primarily for children or adults. Literacy elements in a 
children’s playground will be quite different from those on a downtown street. But it is possible to 
choose language that is simple yet engaging for both adults and children. Poetry is an example.   
 

Idea Generation 
 
Themes  
Given the location and features, gather a group and brainstorm ideas for one or two key themes that are 
relevant and meaningful for that site.   Include literacy and early childhood education 
experts from the community. Learning resource and school staff, librarians, and local literacy centre staff 
will know the rhymes and stories used in children’s programming, early literacy strategies and areas of early childhood development that need to be 
emphasized.   
Identifying Literacy Elements  
Generate ideas for literacy elements that support the theme. Take a holistic approach and consider all the key areas of early childhood development. 
Selections can include simple labels, rhymes, poetry, games, questions, nursery rhymes, songs 
and also pictures. Sometimes the first line of a rhyme or song is enough to inspire the rest. Remember to use lower case letters. Ask: 
  Are the ideas playful, meaningful, engaging, 

and age appropriate?  Do the words prompt conversation, an activity 
or a game?  Are there prompts for caregivers included?  What literacy strategies can be incorporated?  

Situating Literacy Elements  
Decide where are the literacy elements are best located. Make sure they are visible to children, and at a child-friendly height (about 3-4 feet).  
 

 Themes from a recent session for a park 
included nature, sports or First Nations.  

 Ideas for literacy elements included turtle shaped stepping stones; paddles along a 
fence that could tell a story; tri-lingual word labels and activities in English, French and 
a First Nations language; and having a stick game at the park. 
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 4.2 Steps for Adding Literacy at Play 
 Include Children When Possible 
 Including children in the creation of literacy 
elements allows them to experience learning through the creative process.  They will be proud to share their work, and it will appeal to other children. 
 Evaluate Ideas Based on Budget, 
Materials and Lifespan 
 
Create a short list of preferred choices. Consider your budget, materials that suit the location, and 
the desired lifespan of the choices. Work with what you have: many ideas are scalable. Temporary installations can be much less expensive than 
permanent structures, but may need to be replaced.  
 Regulatory/Liability/Ownership 
Approvals 
 
Determine who owns and has authority for a space, 
and get the appropriate approvals before you move ahead. Consider safety, liability and maintenance 
issues.   
 Publicize, Share & Evaluate 
 
Share the results of the project with other 
community members. Gather feedback after each project to see what worked, what did not and what was liked. Include children, caregivers, partner 
organizations and any others who participated. This approach will generate ideas and inspire others to 
implement their own projects.   
   
  
   
 

  
    

Copyright 
 
Canadian Copyright Act Bill C-42 provides owners 
of original literary, dramatic, musical and artistic works with certain rights to those works. It also establishes some rights for users of  those works. 
For example, Section 29 of the Act allows education institutions some uses of a copyrighted 
work without first obtaining consent from copyright owners. This is called “fair dealing.” Unlike in the U.S., in Canada fair dealing is not explicitly defined 
in the Act itself. It has evolved through case law. Certain questions or tests are used to evaluate 
whether “fair dealing” applies. The following links may provide more information: 
 Canadian Copyright Act Bill C-42  University of Toronto  
Ryerson University   
 
 Experiment! 
Adapt and work with what you have.
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Support for Early Childhood Development 
 
Early language and literacy development have been proven to be a crucial foundation for success in school and in adult life. When carefully designed, adding 
literacy elements to community spaces will support not only early language and literacy skills, but also other key areas of early childhood development.  
  Physical Health and Well-Being: Storyboards and prompts directly 

encourage physical health by suggesting and incorporating exercise and activity.   
 Social Competence: Literacy prompts suggest shared games and activities. 

Older children support and mentor the efforts of young children to read and 
play. Literacy at Play can be used to support social and cultural education and understanding.  

 Emotional Maturity: Literacy elements can directly reference feelings and 
help attach words, language and meaning to emotions. It can be used to 
develop social emotional intelligence.   Language and Cognitive Development: Literacy at Play makes language 
and cognitive development fun and engaging. Prompts suggest topics of conversation or activities that support oral language development and interaction. Chalkboards and comment posts are chances to write and draw.   Numeracy: Literacy elements can easily be designed to encourage numeracy 
and math skills. Matching numbers to the corresponding word; geometric shapes with labels underneath; a prompt for a shape hunt; or cues to find five 
pebbles or count the number of petals on a flower combine language and numeracy skills.   Communication Skills and General Knowledge: Literacy elements can be 
themed along almost any subject area and presented in plain language. 
Conversation and activity prompts create opportunities for sharing and discussion. Families participate in activities together.  

 English as a Second Language  
 
The plain language and playful nature of literacy elements benefit English as a Second Language students and families.  Partnerships 
 Literacy at Play is a good partner for other community projects and organizations. 
With just a little understanding of Literacy at Play, many art and other community projects can incorporate literacy elements that add meaning and another valuable 
dimension.    
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Community Responsibility 
 
The importance of literacy and language development in early childhood makes 
incorporating meaningful literacy elements in the spaces children frequent a community 
responsibility.   
Social planners, policy makers, long range planners, schools, Parent Advisory Councils, municipalities, child care staff, literacy groups, 
landscape architects, Boys & Girls Clubs/youth organizations, recreation centre staff, playground 
equipment manufacturers, Early Childhood Educators and community organizations have opportunities to impact outcomes and policies.  
 Community Policy Documents 
 
Including a stated commitment to literacy, early childhood development and Literacy at Play in local 
government policy documents will make literacy an automatic part of community planning. Official Community Plan, Cultural Plan, and Master Park 
Plan consultation sessions are opportunities for interested community residents to champion the 
addition of literacy elements.   Playground Capital Equipment Plans 
 Playground equipment is a significant investment that is normally planned for in advance. Capital 
equipment purchase and replacement schedules for local playgrounds can be requested from local 
government planners, parks and recreation staff and school districts. Being aware of the planned expenditure schedule ahead of time allows for a 
review of the site, idea generation, recommendations and discussions with appropriate 
staff well in advance. There may also be a community or neighborhood consultation where input into a design is solicited. 
 Forwarding information to local government, school 
district, Parent Advisory Committees and child care staff can help raise awareness about the 
importance and benefits of planning for literacy elements in playground design.   

Adopting a policy of allocating a specified percentage (5-10%) of each playground budget to 
literacy elements will ensure meaningful examples of literacy elements are included, and will also allow for ordering of customized panels and equipment. 
Repeated requests will increase the number and quality of playground pieces that incorporate 
literacy.    Schools and Child Care Facilities  
 As learning institutions and experts in early childhood development and literacy, child care 
facilities, schools and libraries can take a leading role in modelling the inclusion of literacy elements 
in their indoor and outdoor spaces in imaginative and effective ways.  
 Conclusion 
 Promoting literacy in public spaces reinforces the 
importance of early literacy, provides general access to literacy experiences, and can support 
early childhood development in key areas. It is also a way of bringing community together.   
 

The key is to add language that is meaningful, 
engaging and fun.   The possibilities are limited only by 
imagination! 
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How can we add playful and meaningful language to our community spaces that 
encourages conversation, and prompts activities and learning for young children?  

1. Pilot Projects or Community Events 
 

Is there a pilot project, community festival or event were Literacy at Play can be tried? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________  

2. Site Analysis 
 

What features already exist in or near the space? (natural, historic, cultural, geographic) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
What activities take place in this space? (sports, music, waiting, art, education, shopping) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
What are the existing structures? (buildings, fences, play equipment, pavement, stairs) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
What materials are being used? (wood, metal, rubber, pavement, brick, concrete) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Are basic amenities available? (shade, seating, washrooms, safety) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 3. Target Audience 
 

Who uses this space? (children, adults, youth, families, businessmen) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
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4. Idea Generation 
 

What key themes make sense (ie. are relevant and meaningful) for the space? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________  
What literacy elements could be added? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Did you consider word labels, rhymes, songs, pictures, second languages? 
 Are the ideas playful, meaningful, engaging, and age appropriate? 
 Do the literacy elements prompt conversation, an activity or a game? 
 Are prompts for caregivers included? 
 What literacy strategies can be incorporated? 
 Have you consulted with community early childhood and literacy experts? 

 
Where will the literacy elements be located?  
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
What materials will be used? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Are they visible to children and at a child friendly height? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
What is your budget? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
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Are any approvals needed to add the literacy elements?  
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Who owns the location?  
 Are there regulatory or liability issues?  

 
How long will the literacy elements last?  
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Who will install them? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Who will maintain them? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Can children be involved in creating the literacy elements in some way? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
  

5. Publicize, Share, Evaluate  
 
 Based on your observation, how engaged were children and their caregivers? 

______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 Were the prompts effective? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 What feedback did you get from children, their caregivers and others? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Have fun!  
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